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Excel Wall Interiors is imbued with a passion for art, 
luxury and affordable interiors, redefining Indian walls 
with Global trends. Over the past two decades we are 
the fastest growing and the largest wallpaper company in 
India. Headquartered in City of Joy - Kolkata, Excel has 
its presence all over India through our expert sales team 
and channel partners.

Discover our wallcovering collection which includes - 
from traditional patterns like classical damask, stripes, 
and motifs to modern prints like abstract, contemporary, 
botanical to digitally printed custom murals.

FOLLOW US

www.excelwallpapers.com

Address : 301 Prasad Square, 164 AJC Bose Road, WB,

Kolkata - 700 014, India. contact us : +91-33-40560400,

email: info@excelwallpapers.com

About



New Walls

THE RIGHT MOMENT TO TRY SOMETHING NEW

A unique collection of different styles with a distinctive feel-good factor. Something for 
everyone to bring colour and personal style to your own walls.





FINCA HOME
With the Finca Home style, the wonderful feeling of a holiday 
mood and a lifelong dream can now be on your wall. The 
unique mix of strong colours, classic patterns and modern ac-
cents provide an incomparable feel-good atmosphere.
Just the way you like it, we have tile patterns with vintage flair 
and a diverse play of colour or modern mosaics with a metal-
lic effect for use. In combination with the textured, plain co-
lours you can create a harmonious balance and achieve the 
unique, inviting ambience of the Finca Home style.
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COSY & RELAX
A living space is a retreat and the centre of one’s life, it there-
fore deserves our complete attention and the best design for 
comfort, recovery and positive joie de vivre.
The floral motifs have a nice, natural effect. They bring life, 
without being too invasive. The harmonious balance of wall-
paper runs throughout all of the colour and pattern combina-
tions. Thus you can achieve a comfortable sense of well-be-
ing and aesthetic relaxation.
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ROMANTIC DREAM
The romantic style changes your living spaces into an en-
chanting and enticing realm.
A room which is not only lovely and nice, but also powerful 
and elegant. Be inspired and enjoy the harmonious sense of 
space.
The down-to-earth rattan pattern is another eye-catcher with 
natural radiance and creates an exciting contrast to the re-
served plain wallpaper in muted colours. Fine colour nuances 
and structural patterns ensure that the colours have a natural 
and particular nice effect. The perfect interplay of décor ele-
ments provides idyllic balance.
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LOFT LIVING
Unadorned, raw charm, modern, reduced home design, 
open and flooded-with-light living space, and an exciting ma-
terial matrix of concrete, plaster and brick walls are the spe-
cial characteristics of a loft living space. Industrial character, 
open living concepts and the combination of work and living 
space are typical of loft living.
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50s GLAM
Vintage may be from years gone by but its style never goes 
out of fashion. The 50s is backwards, elegant and chic, just 
like it was back then, yet surprisingly different with material vi-
suals and more bling.
The chic aesthetics of the 50s with its vintage character meets 
modern boldness for extravagance. The style-mix is trendy 
and timeless with a certain something. 50s Glam is a style for 
anyone who would like to create a mixture of reserved ele-
gance with modern serenity and opulence as their sense of 
living.
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URBAN GRACE
Urban Grace goes that little bit further and combines the sur-
face visuals with natural, on-trend colours and the elegance 
of geometric design. Thus the wallpaper wins in terms of pres-
ence and shines with its metallic effects. The contemporary 
design provides a particular charm and is eye-catching.
Those who choose Urban Grace, will create a completely 
new sense of living with the used-look and metallic-effects. 
Modern design and inviting atmosphere work together and let 
the room become an inspiring place.
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